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Anime heaven s lost property episode 1

Report Video Heaven's Lost Property Episode 1 Synopsis : Tomoki is a regular teenage boy who enjoys peace and tranquility. When Sugata sees an abnormal structure in the sky he convinces Tomoki, Sohara and Mikaiko to join him in the investigation, but when Sugata and the other cannot make it only Tomkoi arrives. Suddenly the hole opens and Ikaros falls along with large
pillars. After fleeing Tomoki saves her and takes her to her house where she tells him that she is her owner. After testing his powers (including ordering Ikaros to strip down and then finding our orders he cannot recover orders and is naked in front of him and freezing time so he can look at the girl's knickers) Tomoki jokingly orders Ikaros to make him ruler of the world. Ikaros
obeys, but since the card he used realized that no one would accept him as ruler, he made everyone disappear leaving only Tomoki and Ikaros. Watching the sad tomoki is with everyone missing Ikaros asks if she would like Tomoki if she ended up herself. When Tomoki jokingly says that Ikaros creates a gun and is about to shoot himself in the head when he stops him saying it
was just a joke. Tomoki wishes all this was a bad dream, so Ikaros uses another card to make everyone disappear into a bad dream by returning things to normal except with an Angeloid. Please reload the page if you can't watch the video Some of our video feeds are down, try the following video feeds if it's available on this server#VIDSTREAMChoose this
server#XSTREAMChoose this server#MP4UPLOADChoose this server title: #VIDEOCDNChoose complete front hero emerges in the world! Doesn't the video work? Click here for guidance. Watch Heaven's Lost Property Episode 1 English doubled. The Anime Place offers free streaming of all your favorite anime programs. If the player won't even start playing, there is an error
with the video file. Or with the computer's ability to play the video file. We have reports of videos that don't work on your Chromebook. The Chromebook does not support AAC audio that commonly pairs with H.264 video. If this is your situation, we are working on a work around it that will be published soon, otherwise please report the video through the contact page with us. We'll
fix it very quickly, usually in less than an hour or two. Thank you for being a member of DubbedEpisodes, We hope you love you here. - DE Admins Next EpisodeHeaven's Lost Property Episode 2 English doubled alternate title: Sora no Otoshimono, ['Lost property of heaven', 'Badly located by heaven'] Genre: Comedy, Dub, Ecchi, Harem, Romance, Sci-Fi, Shounen, Supernatural
Type: TV(Autumn 2009) Status: Newly Aired Number of Episodes: 13 Episode(s) Views Date: October 5, 2009 to December 28, 2009 [MyAnimeList] Score: 7.45 Age rating: Summary: Sypnosis : Since I was a child, Tom Sakuraokii has always woken up with tears after an angel's dream. His childhood friend Sohara Sohara concern for this and decides to seek the help of Eishirou
Sugata, an eccentric maniac from heaven. He concludes that Tomoki's dream is certainly connected to what is known as the New World, a floating anomaly that scientists have not understood. Recruiting the first members of the New World Discovery Club, Eishirou takes some time to gather to observe the mystery in the sky. That day, Tomoki's peaceful life changes forever when
a strange girl falls from the sky and begins to call him a master. Sora no Otoshimono follows the daily activities of the New World Discovery Club, as they begin to learn more about angeloids that have reached Earth. [Written by MAL Rewrite] Article on the Wikipedia list The first volume of DVDs by Sora no Otoshimono published by Kadokawa Pictures on December 25, 2009
Heaven's Lost Property is an anime series adapted from the manga of the same title by Suu Minazuki, The story revolves around Tomoki Sakurai, a young man who fights for a life of peace and tranquility when he meets Ikaros, an Angeloid who fell from the sky, and other Angeloids as the series progresses. Produced by Anime International Company and directed by Hisashi
Saito, the anime was broadcast on TV Saitama and Chiba TV from 4 October to 27 December 2009, with subsequent broadcasts of KBS Kyoto, TV Kanagawa, Sun Television, TVQ, Tokyo MX and TV Aichi. The English subtitled simulcasts were provided by Crunchyroll on their video portal. [1] Seven DVD compilation volumes were released between December 25, 2009 and June
25, 2010 by Kadokawa Pictures, with limited edition volumes also sold. On June 24, 2011, a set of Blu-Ray boxes was released. [2] The anime is licensed in North America by Funimation as Heaven's Lost Property: Sora no Otoshimono, and released the first season on December 20, 2011. [3] Heaven's Lost Property covers events up to the nymph/Arpies story of manga, with
most of the stories resequent to adapt to the themes of the episodes, for example, the visit to Mikako Satsukitane's site is coupled with the holiday trip to the island. Both Mikako and Nymph are introduced early in the series to participate in more of the events. An OVA episode titled Project Pink was included with the limited release of volume 9 of the manga on DVD on September
9, 2010. [4] The episode was deemed too dangerous for television and was originally scheduled to be in the seventh dvd volume, but was later removed and replaced with a television version of the final episode and live footage of SoraOto's live concert that took place on March 20, 2010. [6] A second season, titled Heaven's Lost Property: Forte (Simplified Chineseォ), Sora no
Otoshimono: Forte, was announced in companies of the manga. [7] Also produced by A.I.C., the anime aired 12 episodes on TV Saitama and Chiba TV from 1 October to 17 December 2010, with simulcasts provided by as with the first season. [8] Six DVD volumes were released by Kadokawa Pictures between December 24, 2010 and May 27, 2011. [9] The second season is
authorized by Funimation under the title Heaven's Lost Property: Sora no Otoshimono Forte, and has streamed simultaneously on its video portal. [10] Forte resumes where he left off last season, covering events from Astraea's bow to the manga's chaos arc as he left the Hiyori arc to be featured in the follow-up film Heaven's Lost Property the Movie: The Angeloid of Clockwork.
As with the first season, many of the manga's events are reequient to adapt to the themes of the episodes. The opening theme of the first season is Ring My Bell by Blue Drops, formed by the singers Hitomi Yoshida and Ikaros (Saori Hayami), while multiple final themes were used for each episode broadcast. For the second season, the opening theme of episode 1 is a version of
Ring My Bell sung by Soichiro Hoshi,[note 1] while the opening theme of episode 2 onwards is Blue Drops確s Heart no Kakuritsu (In Japanese, Hāto no Kakuritsu, Odds of the Heart) by Blue Drops. As with the first season, each episode presents a different final song. List of episodes Heaven's Lost Property (2009) No.[a] Title Ending Theme Original Air Date 1A Full-frontal Hero
Arises in the World! Transcript for Yūsha Sekai ni Tatsu! (Japanese: ⼤裸⼤⼤⼤(⼤⼤⼤⼤⼤)[100001111100000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 Soba and Irareru Dake of Blue DropsOctober 4, 2009 (2009-10-04) Tomoki Sakurai wants to enjoy peace and quiet, but has recurring dreams involving an angel. When his classmate Eishiro Sugata sees in heaven
an abnormal structure that resembles a black hole, he convinces Tomoki, childhood neighbor Sohara Mitsuki, and student council President Mikako Satsukitane to join him for an investigation into a cherry blossom. Tomoki, being the only one who appears, witnesses a girl with wings fall through the hole, along with several large pillars, scaring him to death. Overcome your fears
and rescue this girl, named Ikaros. Calling herself a pet class Angeloid from an unknown world called Synapse, she regards Tomoki as her master and tells her that she can grant him any wish. Using this to your advantage including a perverted scene, you get carried with what you would like. When Tomoki jokes he commands Ikaros to make him ruler of the world, this only makes
everyone disappear, since no one would accept him as such. Ikaros suggests committing suicide, seeing how angry Tomoki is, to which he claims. As she creates a gun and readies to shoot herself, Tomoki stops her and says it was just a joke. Although he cannot undo the desire, he is able to make a different one, wishing that all this was a bad dream. Tomoki wakes up and
returns to normal, except that Ikaros is here to stay. 2Un 2Un Prismatic Panty AdventureTranscription: Amakakeru Roman (In Japanese: ⼤⼤ンンンンンン(⼤ンン)Misaki Meguri (岬 ⼤⼤⼤⼤, Cape Tour)[note 2] of MinaOctobre 11, 2009 (2009-10-11) After introducing her to Sugata and Mikako at school, Tomoki dismisses Ikaros at home, but she leaves him with a special card.
After Sohara's trips and falls to class, Tomoki realizes that she wears knickers with a dog print, but unconsciously wants it to change them. Tomoki later handcuffs Sohara to force her to grant her wishes. But the card is activated, and Sohara's knickers immediately come out and fly into the sky like a bird. Sohara rushes to the room of the New World Discovery Club, but what she
puts is also sent flying. When Ikaros returns, Tomoki wants knickers, but this results in them being instantly removed from all the girls at school. Sugata determines that Tomoki has to wait for a particular pair, so Ikaros and Mikako buy a large selection of knickers while the boys escort the handcuffed young woman home, during which Tomoki protects against any accidental
exposure. Sohara tries on the knickers, but they are all sent flying, except one that is a dog print similar to its original, freeing Sohara from handcuffs. Tomoki recalls when Sohara was practicing the slab break and took off her pants revealing a beautiful impression of puppies, which fed Sohara to break the slabs easily. 3Angeloid Zero Shirei directive: Enjeroido Zero Shirei (in
Japanese: ⼤ンンン初ン験(0000) Taiyō ga Kureta Kisetsu (Simplified Chinese: The Season That Gave the Sun)[note 3] by Saori Hayami, Mina, Ayahi Takagaki, Soichiro Hoshi and Tatsuhisa SuzukiOctober 18, 2009 (2009-10-18) Frustrated with their mathematical duties, Tomoki and Sohara look for Sugata, running around the city until Mikako directs them to his residence which
is an outdoor campsite. After Sugata helps them, he informs them that the black hole may still be around in the sky, but Ikaros sees no sign of it. Later, Ikaros is given a list of buying curry ingredients, and Tomoki tells Ikaros to behave like a normal human. As Ikaros goes shopping, Tomoki and his friends queue up. She receives the ingredients except for the meat, so she buys a
cute chick, leaving them with cooking vegetable curry. The band will fish, but Ikaros surprises everyone with a giant fish from the Amazon River. Sugata questions his superior physical abilities and flight speed, but the contradictory lack of mathematical ability and not being able to see the New World in heaven. Sugata confronts her by asking what exactly she is, but Ikaros doesn't
know and just wants to please her owner even though she baffles things. 4 Love and triangles, RevisitedTransscription: Ai to Toraianguru Futatabi (in Japanese: (2014) 息, A Warrior's Rest. [4] By Soichiro HoshiOctober 25, 2009 (2009-10-25) The herd of knickers returns to Tomoki after circumnavigating the world, using them as decorations around his house, but a shredded
sohara shreds those in his room in retaliation. Ikaros allows Sohara to use her cards to blow up knickers every time Tomoki touches them or even looks at them for a day. With Tomoki trapped in their homes, Sohara and Ikaros go shopping. Sohara shares a story of how Tomoki helped celebrate her lonely birthday differently. Later, Tomoki makes one last crazy script outside the
house, but collides with Sohara, landing his face on his crotch and causing another explosion. After Tomoki regained consciousness, Sugata and Mikako told him that Sohara was trapped in his house, which led him to rescue her, although someone else could have saved her, as he will probably be flown inside. Sohara, without panties, dodges the search for Tomoki but stumbles
into her bedroom, activating a Robot panties that guards her pornographic magazines. Tomoki eventually defeats the robot, destroying his house, and rescuing Sohara to the applause of neighbors, until he realizes Sohara's thighs and unconsciously Pokemon Sohara, who blurs him and cuts off his karate. 5Hot Night With the Big FishTransscription: Serebu to Atsui Yoru (in初
Japanese: ⼤⼤⼤(⼤⼤⼤)[100000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 Yuke, what are you doing? Kawaguchi Hiroshi (⼤⼤!⼤⼤!⼤⼤⼤, Go! Go! Hiroshi Kawaguchi) of Tatsuo KamonNovember 1, 2009 (2009-11-01) Knowing that Tomoki needs a place to stay, Mikako offers to stay at
home, and brings his friends too. It turns out mikako's family is influential yakuza. After dinner, Tomoki stumbles upon Mikako in an open-air bathroom, who casually informs her that her insertion violates a family law where she must be beheaded. Ikaros stops the executioner with a brief display of his power. The next morning, Tomoki finds that they are on a plane to an uninhabited
island as an alternative punishment instituted by Mikako. They separated to look for food and items, but Tomoki eats a mushroom and faints. Tomoki hears screams and rescues Sohara, but everyone else has disappeared, so the two spend the next few weeks enjoying island life until a sea monster catches Sohara. Tomoki attacks the monster, which is actually Ikaros, covered in
shells and algae, who has returned with a large tuna. Tomoki asks where Sugata and Mikako are, and Ikaros takes a scan and then knocks down a wall panel in a room where Mikako and Sugata's family have been watching them all the time for their amusement. Later, Tomoki and Ikaros return to find their restored home, thanks to Mikako's father, who likes Ikaros and respects
his power. 6 Swimsuit Surf Brigade, Go! Go! Go! Namigiwa GO! Anar. V's! (japon's: Koiyamadan (Koyamayama) GO! Anar. Anar! Preu per nit nit Nancy (In Japanese, Natsu-iro no Nanshī, Summertime Nancy)[note 5] by Iori NomizuNovember 8, 2009 (2009-11-08) Tomoki finds a second Angeloid known as beta-class nymph in her living room. The New World Discovery Club, as
well as the two Angeloids go to the beach. Tomoki promises to go by boat with Sohara, but neglects her to teach Ikaros to swim properly. Sohara goes alone, thinking when Tomoki tried to teach her, but soon finds herself far from the coast. Sohara falls overboard trying to retrieve her shovel, but fortunately Tomoki, assisted by Nymph, rescues her. Tomoki apologizes and Sohara
forgives him, until he neglects her again to check swimming with Ikaros, who earns him karate chops. Later that night, Ikaros tells Tomoki how he doesn't sleep, and the two return to the beach. The nymph follows them but is attacked by a group of criminals. When Tomoki tries to intervene, Ikaros stops the offenders using his Angeloid skills, causing them to flee. 7The Brainy,
Heart-Pounding Transfer StudentsTranscription: Tokimeki no Tenkōsei (in Japanese: ⼤脳⼤⼤⼤)⼤転⼤⼤⼤)Furimuku na Kimi wa Utsukushii Mina, Ayahi Takagaki, Iori Nomizu, Soichiro Hoshi and Tatsuhisa SuzukiNovember 15, 2009 (2009-11-15) Out of boredom and curiosity, Ikaros and Nymph join tomoki and Sohara's class as transfer students. Sohara relies on the
opportunity to help her children with school life, but they overcome her in all tasks, leaving her depressed. The Angeloids are quickly beaten by all the boys at school and receive piles of love letters at their locker. In the science class, Ikaros appears as a guest teacher, with the theme of flying, while Sugata and Mikako sit down for fun. Ikaros encourages Flight and Tomoki
volunteers, using a pair of wings that Sugata has developed. It flies for a moment before crashing to the ground. As Tomoki recovers, Ikaros and Nymph are reading the love letters, but they don't understand them. While no one else is out there, Nymph grabs Ikaros' forehead, and checks his levels of protection, seeing that they are 100 percent, which explains his passive doll
behavior. The nymph then reveals that Ikaros is an extremely powerful Angeloid known as the alpha-class Uranus Queen Uranus. 8For whom the Shooting Festival is held: Matsuri wa Ta ga Tame ni (in Japanese: ⼤⼤⼤⼤)Wild Seven (Simplified Chinese: ⼤⼤)[7] by Soichiro Hoshi and Tatsuhisa SuzukiNovember 22, 2009 (2009-11-22) The band attends a festival at the
Sanctuary of Satsukitane, with a cork weapons survival contest as the highlight of the event. Tomoki is soon hunted down by many of the local villagers who want the ten million dollars, until Sugata and Mikako beat them. Hit. Then Mikako duels with guns to a draw, until Ikaros arrives and cannons them all down. Tomoki dismisses Ikaros, who meets Nymph, who asks how she felt
to slaughter people like she used to. Ikaros insists he is just a pet class Angeloid, but Nymph disagrees and eliminates his levels of protection. As the Queen awakens, Ikaros easily dominates nymph, but saves her life, telling her to return to the Synapses. Tomoki returns to the shooting range man, who reveals that he mixed real bullets with some of the fakes. Sohara appears with
the real bullets and chases Tomoki to the shrine until Ikaros saves him by taking a shot to the head. After easily defeating Tomoki and Sohara, the man on the shooting range wins the contest, dividing the prize money again with Mikako. Later, as Tomoki scolds Ikaros for not risking his life like this, Ikaros begins to cry. 9The delusional story that 初 began with a lieTranscription:
Uso kara Hajimaru Sutōrī (in Japanese: 嘘⼤⼤始⼤妄 First Love)[note 8] by Saori Hayami and Ayahi TakagakiNovember 29, 2009 (2009-11-29) In Synapse, after being slammed by his superiors for not bringing back Ikaros, Nymph asks for another chance. Tomoki and the band head to a fair. Tomoki sees an erotic DVD in a cabin, but can't afford it because Ikaros broke some
other item. After Tomoki tells Ikaros to act more human, she hears a couple talking about lying as human, so she proceeds to tell her friends the opposite of what it means, leaving Tomoki and Sohara depressed. Nymph, the first deciding to kidnap Tomoki, who is busy peeing on a couple coming out, ends up working with him to raise money by opening a market booth with different
ideas, none of which works at all. The nymph makes Tomoki irresistible to the woman jamting her cool guy senses, which makes a large group of girls swarm around her as a host club gentleman until NYMPH cancels the jam. Tomoki thanks Nymph, who begins to doubt his loyalty to his old master. Ikaros finally reveals to the band that he was telling lies to try to fit in, which
relieves Tomoki and Sohara. That night, Ikaros wants to know how Tomoki really feels about her. Tomoki shares a story about how she was alone, and how when she and Nymph disappeared she was so worried. Ikaros then kisses Tomoki. 10On the melodic words of a go-go angelTransscription: Tenshi no Kotoba no Mukau Saki (In Japanese: ⼤⼤ンンンンンンンンンンンンンン
ンン) Bokura no Diary Bokura no Daiarī, My Diary)[note 11] by Ayahi Takagaki and Tatsuhisa SuzukiDecember 6, 2009 (2009-12-06) Tomoki High School is having a cultural festival with a rich private high school. It is until students from the private school, who are brother and sister with their condescending attitude, leading Tomoki to challenge them to Battle of the Bands. Mikako
gets support using her family's influence, while the private school PTA does the same. During practice, Nymph shows off her musical skill on the keyboard and is praised by Tomoki for doing jealousy on Ikaros, but the band discovers that she has another talent. It is revealed that the Master of Sinapsis forced Nymph to rip the wings of a bird he kept for fun. On festival day, the
private school orchestra plays a piece of classical music. [note 9] Tomoki then sings a perverted song about nipples, but is stopped by Sohara. Then they play the actual song,[note 10] and Ikaros surprises everyone by singing lead vocals. The audience is surprised, but it gives a resounding joy, and Tomoki's school wins. The end of the festival has a bonfire dance where the
couples meet and hold hands. Nymph and Sohara jump at the idea of going with Tomoki, but agree to release Ikaros instead. Ikaros enjoys himself, but is afraid of how Tomoki would react if he knew the other side of it. 11Off Let's Go to My Bath ParadiseTranscribion: Iza Yukan! Waga Paradaisu (in Japanese: ⼤ざ⼤⼤⼤! Ayahi Takagaki銭s 領 and his father, Ayahi Takagaki,
were the first to do so. Tatsuhisa Suzuki of Soichiro Hoshi and Saki FujitaDecember 13, 2009 (2009-12-13) Tomoki invites the girls to a bathroom, and they agree, only to snatch Ikaros' letters in advance. Tomoki considers a different approach. After asking for Sugata's help relating to the New World, Tomoki uses Sugata's card to transform herself into a full-fledged girl named
Tomoko. The next day, Tomoko mixes well with students, and even becomes popular with boys, despite acting as an ideal female character. Tomoko secures a visit to the bath house, and while the Angeloids control status, Tomoko has a field day accidentally caressing the girls, until perversion blows the transformation device. After being severely beaten by Sohara, Tomoki has
to clean the entire bathroom house. The girls enjoy their bathroom with the Angeloids, but both Ikaros and Nymph seem worried. 12Cadenes of non叶shaustTranscription: Nogaruru Koto Kanawanu Kusari (In Japanese: 逃⼤⼤⼤⼤螺so螺s廊implified Chinese)Akai Hana Shiroi Hana (Simplified Chinese: Simplified Chinese; Red Flower, White Flower)[note 13] by Saori
HayamiDecember 20, 2009 (2009-12-20) Tomoki tries to make Ikaros smile. His friends offer different suggestions, none of which proved effective. Nymph has an idea that they have to go on a date, and ends with Tomoki hanging out with the two Angeloids. They try shopping, reflect on movie suggestions and head to an amusement park and zoo. While Tomoki gets a drink,
Nymph compares the gorged animals to himself and their necklaces. Thinking he'll like Tomoki, Ikaros releases the animals from their cages. However, the animals attack Tomoki and strip him, which he was arrested. After Tomoki is released, Nymph claims that the date should end with a kiss, but as Nymph moves forward to get a kiss from Tomoki, Ikaros, unable to bear the
sight of it, flies saying that his reactor was in pain. Tomoki, clueless about what to do, moves towards nymph, but she also finds it embarrassing and runs away. She tells herself that it hurts Ikaros and that she can no longer sadden the lives of Tomoki and Ikaros. It retreats to a remote place in the forest. Elsewhere, Tomoki finds Ikaros and walks through his house. The nymph, on
the other hand, is suddenly hit by a powerful beam that marks the arrival of a pair of Angeloids, called Gamma-class Harpies. 13Reina of heavenTransscription: Sukai no joō (in Japanese: ⼤⼤ンンンン)Soba or Irareru Dake of (⼤⼤ンンンンンンン, Just to be Near) by Blue DropsDecembre 27, 2009 (2009-12-27) Harpies tell Nymph that they are supporting their mission to help
capture Ikaros because the Master of Synapses was worried about her, but, without being known to her, the Master only sees Nymph as a puppet in her scheme. Tomoki and the others prepare for their Christmas party at their home, and Tomoki tells others not to worry about Nymph since he's left before in the past. Sohara and Ikaros stay to cook, while the others will go on
errands. Ikaros, who has been increasingly concerned about Tomoki, comes out looking for him, only to say goodbye forever. A confused Tomoki, after meeting her friends, decides to look for her. When Ikaros finds nymph, the latter tries to talk to her to return to Sinpase, but they are attacked by the Arpies. Wounded by treason, Nymph protects Ikaros, but is overthrown. Tomoki,
running into the hills but uncertain where to go, is then thankfully accompanied by his friends. As the Harpies rip the nymph wings, Tomoki and the others arrive. Ikaros reveals his true identity as a strategic Battle Class Angeloid capable of mass destruction, but Tomoki replies that he already knows, and orders him to protect nymph and expel that of the enemy. Ikaros fights the
Harpies and goes full uranus mode, while Tomoki and the others try to break the Nymph chain. Finally they do so while Ikaros defeats the Arpies. As the battle comes to an end, it begins to snow, and later they celebrate Christmas again at Tomoki's home. Also calling it Ikaros and the first anniversary of nymph, Tomoki tells the Angeloids that they can stay with him, and surprises
them with orange seeds. Ikaros cracks a smile for the first time in his life. 14 (OVA)Project RosaTransscription: Purojekuto Pinku (in Japanese: ⼤⼤ンンンンン郷(⼤ンンン)Haru Ichiban (Simplified Chinese, First Spring)[note 14] by Saori Hayami, Mina, and Iori NomizuSeptember 9, 2010 (2010-09-09) Nymph feels a little unexpected a teacher to follow, although she is as free as a
bird. Tomoki invites the band into a water where he pees the girls, who cannot swim in retaliation. The nymph cuts off Tomoki's memories so she forgets to swim. Tomoki has Ikaros speeding up the current in the lazy river as the girls' bikinis come out, though she almost drowns in the process. Tomoki's next perverted plan is to transform into the floor of the girls' dressing room and
then transform into a pair of knickers, fulfilling every teenager's fantasy until Sohara puts them on. NYMPH then wants Tomoki to order him to make women irresistible again, but Tomoki refuses. Sugata talks to Nymph about Tomoki's kindness to her. Later, Sugata then attempts a hanging sliding experiment and succeeds. Nymph asks Ikaros if he can stay with them even if that
means he could steal from Tomoki. Ikaros replies that it's ok because Tomoki will always be his master. Heaven's Lost Property: Forte (2010) No. [a] Final title of the theme Original Air Date 1 (15)You Strip, Too! The return of the complete frontal heroTransscription: Kimi mo Nuge! Kaette Kita Yūsha (In Japanese: ⼤⼤⼤脱⼤! In 2010裸, kaeru kara was one of the first to do so.
2010-10-01) Tomoki Sakurai has another dream where the mysterious angel warns him of another Angeloid, and, after revealing the information to his friends, Nymph uses a program called Diving Game that allows them to revisit dreams. Tomoki and his friends enter and find themselves in the world of Eishiro Sugata, which is an adventure with dinosaurs and rolling rocks, while
Mikako Satsukitane's world takes place in a war zone. Sohara Mitsuki is especially embarrassed, as her dream world has many ecxi situations with Tomoki. The nymph makes some corrections to make sure they enter Tomoki's dream, but instead of finding a grassy hill with an angel, they find themselves in a strange world with a high monolithic column inscribed with unreadable
words and a hibernating evergreen tree, raising more questions than answers. Sugata goes to the meadow where the cherry blossom is located and remembers when Ikaros arrived, associating the giant monolithic column with pillars in similar shape. He witnesses the arrival of a new Angeloid, who seeks Tomoki with deadly intentions. 2 (16)Bombshell! The angel is a big
boobTransscription: Kyōgaku! Tenshi wa Kyonyū Da♥♥ 驚愕tta Sugata warns Sohara, Ikaros and Nymph about the new threat to Tomoki, but the two Angeloids are not worried about Delta-class Angeloid Astraea, who has a lack of computational skills, which proves true as he immediately gets angry with his attacks. Later, as Tomoki buries his dirty magazines, the Angeloids he
with different schemes: Nymph, who is irritated by his lechery and disgust for small chests, uses a device to improve his age; Ikaros incinerated his journals; And Astraea transforms into a dirty magazine. Later, Astraea serves Tomoki his food, but forgets to poison him. In the subsequent fight, Tomoki, recalling the perverted advice of his grandfather Tomozo, puts Astraea through
his milky version of the Six Domains. After Tomoki returns, Ikaros surprises him by restoring his dirty magazines, which they then celebrate with a parade. [11] Meanwhile, Astarea falls at the campsite in Sugata. As it restarts, he unwittingly reveals his mission to sugata. 3 (17)A proud battle! Transcript: Puraido aru Tatakai (In Japanese: 煩悩(⼤⼤⼤⼤)Kakemeguru Seishun
(Simplified Chinese) of Mina and Ayahi TakagakiOctober 15, 2010 (2010-10-15) After unexpectedly disclosing secret information, Astraea attacks Sugata but is easily captured. Mikako offers to help her train against Tomoki. The band participates in another festival at the Sanctuary of Satsukitane, but this year's theme is professional wrestling. With an award of ten million years,
Tomoki debuts as Mask DuPants, much to the joys of boys and girls. Using ecchi wrestling and finishing moves, DuPants moves easily through the tournament, and fights the Angeloids in a tag team elimination match. The final hole DuPants against Mikako in an electrified steel cage match. DuPants gains the advantage until another masked fighter, implicated in being Sohara,
interferes and delivers a devastating back-to-back break to DuPants, who is found but is announced to be dead. Mikako then awards the prize to Tomoki, but must fight for the World Title against Judas, who was the shooting man of the previous year. Closing credits show other first-round matches involving neighbors and teachers. 4 (18)Deadly Combat! Hot Spring Snowball
Fight at 1.4° BelowTranscription: Shitō! Reika Itten'yondo no Kassen (Japanese: ⼤! 1,400000000(2010-10-22) Winter arrives in the city, and Astraea is still far from completing her mission to eliminate Tomoki. Mikako turns it into another of her sadistic schemes, organizing a snowball battle between the girls and boys at her school, with the rule that you can still fight if you hit
yourself and until the commander, Mikako against Tomoki, loses. While Mikako breaks down, taking Ikaros and Nymph to look for hot springs, Tomoki and the boys stage an assault on the team's strongest girl, who is not Astraea but Sohara. At dusk, as the surviving girls relax in the hot springs, the boys seem to have the advantage, until popular popular guys Freeing the
captured girls, and Tomoki's team must face the wrath of the Abominable Snow-hara Man. When Tomoki gets stuck in the snow, Astraea has a chance to get Tomoki out, but Ikaros arrives to prevent that from happening. The next day, Sugata comments on how Astraea is not allowed to return to Sinapse until he kills Tomoki, something he worries about. 5 (19)The brother who
came from heavenTranscription: Tenkai kara Kita Tomodachi (in Japanese: ⼤⼤ンンンンンンンンンン(Fortissimo) (simplified Chineseォ⼤⼤⼤⼤⼤), Forutishimo) of MinaOctober 29, 2010 (2010-10-29) Sugata and Sohara use NYMPH's Dive Game program to travel to tomoki's dream world, which is revealed to be Synapse, a bunch of floating islands hoses above Sorami.
Sohara accidentally tips an object, which rolls and falls into the world below. The two walk through an Angeloid village to a dome where Sugata enters a gate and finds himself observing activities in Sorami. Then he finds himself in a room full of encapsulated human beings, with the follow-up of Angeloids, and questions his humanity. He meets the Harpies, who have a power of
Sohara, but since he has the Diving Game in a time limit, Sugata and Sohara return to their safe and sound world. At night, Tomoki takes the odd object and builds it into a transformative panties robot pedal bike. He uses it for his milky activities and treats him like a brother, that is, until Sohara discovers and destroys his friend. 6 (20)Reach a decision! The Up and Down of Heaven
and HellTranscription: Ketsudan Seyo!! In 2007, 決断 1,000,000 inhabitants. Sorujā in za Supēsu) by Soichiro Hoshi and Tatsuhisa SuzukiNovember 5, 2010 (2010-11-05) Astraea enrolls in Tomoki's class, but must remain for recovery lessons, due to his lack of understanding. After informing Tomoki that he is the least popular boy at school, Mikako has a game show to resolve
the situation. With Sugata hosting and Ikaros supplying the questions,[note 15] only Nymph does well. The others suffer sanctions of ecchi to cessations and hairs of garbage. However, when questions move to ecchi school trivia, such as Sohara's measurements and other girls' knicker colors, Tomoki gets caught in Nymph. The final question, a free repetition of an earlier question
about the ethics of an open door in the girls' dressing room, makes Tomoki struggle between choosing the right answer and being a man. Later, Astraea challenges Tomoki on a fictional reunion, but ends up joining him from the games, and feels accepted into his barbecue. Meanwhile, Daedalus, the angel in Tomoki's dream, watches over her daughters Angeloid, until she is
attacked by the Arpies and the Master of Synapses, who informs her that she is deploying her angeloid generation. 7 (21)Tomoki Watermelon FoodTransscription: Tomoki Kuimasu (in Japanese: ⼤⼤⼤)喰⼤⼤⼤)Kaerazaru Hi no Tame ni (Simplified Chineseざ For the Day of No Return) by Soichiro Hoshi, Saori Hayami, Mina, Tatsuhisa Suzuki, Ayahi Takagaki, Iori Nomizu and
Kaori FukuharaNovember 12, 2010 (2010-11-12) Tomoki has a dream where Daedalus warns him of another Angeloid, who then interrupts communication and drowns Ikaros. Meanwhile, an impoverished, nymph-clad astraea assaults Ikaros's watermelon patch. When he returns they try to grow the patch again, but transform it into venus flytrap looking for melon monsters. After
Astraea mocks the lack of nymph wings, Nymph reflects on how useless it is without a teacher. Sugata asks him to install the Dive Game portal for some quick visits to Synapse, but during one of the trips, NYMPH is removed for a Tomoki appointment, leaving Sugata about to be attacked by the Arpies, until Daedalus removes him. Ikaros sees Tomoki and Nymph walking, and
feels some emotions on his chest. Tomoki tells Nymph that he wants to become his master, but before the printing process begins, Tomoki tells Nymph to blow himself up. Nymph realizes that it is not Tomoki, who then reveals himself as the second generation Angeloid, a class of Epsilon called Chaos, who drowns while questioning what love is. 8 (22)The song of the angels
echoes in heavenTranscription: Sora ni Hibiku Utahime no Koe (in Japanese: ⼤⼤⼤響⼤⼤⼤⼤⼤(⼤⼤⼤⼤)Odoriko声 (⼤⼤⼤⼤, Dancer) by Saori Hayami and Ayahi TakagakiNovember 19, 2010 (2010-11-19) Chaos causes Nymph to have multiple tomoki hallucinations constantly abusing her. As Ikaros flies he sees Tomoki with Sohara and goes looking for Nymph. Ikaros
arrives to help Nymph fight chaos. Daedalus reveals to Sugata that she is the creator of the first generation Angeloids, different from Chaos. Ikaros is manipulated by one of the hallucinations, ordering him to kill nymph, but instead throws her away from danger. Nymph finds Astraea and tells him to help Ikaros, but the Master orders him to destroy nymph. Just as he is about to
carry out his order, Tomoki stops him and asks him if he will bid for the Master or find the strength to choose his own destiny. When the Master orders him to kill Ikaros, he flies to the scene, but breaks the chains and confronts Chaos at a death party. Although chaos still has the upper hand, Ikaros arrives and fights chaos without assistance, eventually sinking into the depths of the
sea, leaving her wondering what love is. Astrea then managed to recover Ikaros with both reflecting on what love really is. 9 (23)Shoot! Fishing at the Jumbo Carnival of DreamsTransscription: Gekitō! Yume no Janbo Kānibaru No Ojō-san (Chinese 嬢, Summertime Girl) by Iori NomizuNovember 26, 2010 (2010-11-26) For this year's festival at the Sanctuary of Satsukitane, Mikako
holds a yo-yo fishing contest where all the girls are tied up in a pool, and the boys tied to the ropes have to take them out of the water. The winner is who can catch the fish with the larger yo-yos. Tomoki becomes Tomoko for this competition, along with Sugata, while Mikako partners with Judas. Tomoko manages to snatch some of the girls until Sugata escorts the buxom Astraea
with a few snacks, but Mikako steals the catch. Sugata then carries the legendary fish, one whose measurements are still growing. Tomoko transforms himself back into Tomoki and finds the legendary fish only to be removed by his karate rib. Ikaros receives a farewell letter where Tomoki proposes to him. Tomoki clarifies by giving Ikaros and Nymph an assignment. After hearing
from friends about different gift suggestions for Tomoki, Ikaros decides to follow Sugata's advice, and buys a watermelon, after which Tomoki claims he did well. 10 (24)Peek into the Fantasy FieldTransscription: Fantajī Fīrudo or Nozoke! (Japanese: ⼤⼤⼤⼤⼤(⼤ンンンンーーーーンンン)⼤覗⼤!) Bōkyō no Tabi (郷, Journey of Nostalgia) by Soichiro Hoshi and Saki
FujitaDecember 3, 2010 (2010-12-03) Tomoki looks for a while alone from the girls, first in the bathroom until washed, and then in a closet where it is almost cooked and then washed again. On a shopping trip with Sohara, Ikaros notices a bridal magazine and asks about Tomoki's proposal. Later, Tomoki hides in her room and puts the final touches on her summer project, a huge
network of periscopes that allows her to look at girls all over the city. Astraea and Nymph each visit, but Tomoki chases them. Sohara also visits, but instead of giving him a karate rib, he wonders why he still pisses despite having beautiful Angeloids in his house, putting him deep into thought. After Sohara leaves, Tomoki comments aloud how stupid Sohara was for not realizing
her network. The girls are revenge by pretending to be naked outside. When Tomoki pees, the girls pretend to blind him with sunlight. Tomoki retaliated by showing his unity, shocking the girls. However, when Ikaros takes a look, Tomoki is making a kissing gesture, washing Ikaros with emotion. She overheats, and decides to repair herself by erasing all the memories of him.
Meanwhile, Chaos, having interpreted love as a pain inflicted on animals, emerges from the sea. 11 (25)The edge of an indiscriminate requiemTransscription: Musabetsu no Hate (In Japanese: 幻⼤⼤⼤⼤⼤(⼤⼤⼤⼤⼤)Kaeru Kara 幻: Kaeru Kara (Simplified Chinese: 幻s Simplified Chinese From Home) 10, 2010 (2010-12-10) With Ikaros feeling bad, Tomoki and Sohara go to
school where Sugata and i they are seeing a typhoon soon approaching. Later, Astraea investigates a twister, but is attacked by Chaos, while Ikaros continues to struggle to lose his memories. Tomoki walks through the Dive Game portal to meet Daedalus, who gives him a special lock, while Nymph and Ikaros join Astraea against Chaos, who easily subdue them despite their
coordinated attack. Tomoki returns and tells angeloids to live and that he will be the master of Nymph and Astraea. The Angeloid manage to free themselves and are revitalized by their love. The nymph generates new wings and uses a hacking field to boost the combat powers of Ikaros and Astraea. After Ikaros launches his attacks, Astraea makes a final lunge, hitting chaos on
the ground. Despite Chaos's pleas to be loved to death, Tomoki reaches out and pets his head, and Chaos begins to experience feelings of genuine love. Tomoki then puts daedalus lock on Chaos's neck chain. 12 (26)Forte Wings Soaring for TomorrowTranscription: Asu ni Habataku Forute (in Japanese: ⼤⼤⼤ン⾶彼⼤⼤⼤⼤(⼤ォ⼤ンン)) Jidai Okure no Koibito-tachi (Simplified
Chinese遅s Old-Fashioned Lovers) by Saori Hayami, Iori Nomizu and Kaori FukuharaDecember 17, 2010 (2010-12-17) Tomoki and Sugata return Chaos to Daedalus. Things are back to normal, with Nymph restoring the memories of Ikaros, and Tomoko later teaching Ikaros bath etiquette. However, Tomoki has a more perverted task, which is to transform into pool water so she
can caress the girls during the swimming class. After Sohara and Nymph drain the pool, Mikako decides that a lesson must be taught. Tomoko escapes the hunt by hiding in the girls' bathroom, but eventually gets caught. While Sohara saw the door lock, Tomoko has no choice but to escape to the toilet and go through sewage treatment at sea. Later, Ikaros, as he tried to practice
the bathroom tag to hit and wash, hits a hole in the door and washes Tomoki again. While Ikaros searches for Tomoki, Mikako sees her and offers to help with her proposed situation. A gutted Tomoki is taken to a wedding chapel. With Sugata and Mikako presiding, Ikaros appears dressed in a wedding dress. She and Tomoki go through a wedding ceremony, but when they're
about to kiss, Tomoki stops. Mikako then gives you a choice: you can choose Ikaros, Nymph, Astraea, or Sohara, all of them dressed as brides. Tomoki calls for indecision, but the ceremony is interrupted by reformed chaos, which gives Tomoki a hug, and becomes the newest resident Angeloid. Notes ^ a b Numbering is by funimation list. The OVA Project Pink is counted as
episode 14, and the first episode of the second season is counted as episode 15 ^ Tomoki's version has him flying like an angel, but instead of images of the main cast, there are images girls in their magazines. ^ Misaki Meguri was originally performed by Misaki Meguri. Meguri. Yamamoto and weekend of 1974. ^ Taiyou ga Kureta Kisetsu was originally made by a group called
Aoi Sankaku Jougi (Simplified Chinese: Simplified Chinese; Simplified Chinese). Aoi Sankaku Jōgi, illuminated by Blue Triangle Ruler) in 1972 and appeared in the high school drama Tobidase Seishun (⾶, lit. Fly Out, Youth) - Kurihara, Juju (2012-07-01). Why anime Sora No Otoshimono makes me nostalgic. IroMegane.com. ^ Senshi no Kyusoku was originally played by Yoshito
Machida in 1978 and appeared in the film Never Give Up ^ Natsuiro no Nancy was originally made by Yū Hayami in 1983. ^ Furimuku na Kimi wa Utsukushii was originally made by a group called The Birds in 1976 for the All Japan High School Football Tournament. ^ Wild Seven was originally performed by nonstop in 1969 and appeared in the Japanese drama series of the same
name. ^ Hatsukoi is a song originally performed by Kōzō Murashita in 1983. ^ The classical music piece performed by the Sorami Private Academy is an excerpt from Symphony No. 9 (Dvořák) known as the New World Symphony ^ The English version of the song is called Falling Down. ^ Bokura no Diary was originally performed by the band H2O and was presented as the final
theme of the Japanese drama Tonda Couple. ^ Champion was originally performed by alice in 1978. ^ Akai Hana Shiroi Hana was originally performed by folk band Akai Tori in 1970. ^ Haru Ichiban was originally performed by the candies idol band in 1976. ^ The closing credits of Sora no Otoshimono Forte episode 6 show Ikaros collecting data for his trivial questions. Crunchyroll
Gets Sora no Otoshimono, Book of Bantorria (Update 2). Anime News Network. October 1, 2009. Retrieved 8 July 2010. ^ Sora no Otoshimono DVD volumes (in Japanese). Kadokawa images. Retrieved 7 June 2011. ^ Funimation Adds Rosario + Vampire, Chaos (in HeAd, Regios. Anime News Network. May 15, 2010. Retrieved 15 May 2010. ^ ⼤⼤⼤⼤⼤⼤⼤⼤(9) ⼤⼤⼤⼤⼤⼤
ン限⼤版 (in Japanese). Jordi. Retrieved 4 September 2010. ^ 1 Otoshimono No Otoshimono Episode Too Dangerous. Anime News Network. September 4, 2009. Retrieved 8 July 2010. ^ Sora no Otoshimono Unaired Episode Held Back From DVD. Anime News Network. March 8, 2010. Retrieved 8 July 2010. ^ Sora no Otoshimono's 2nd TV Season Reportedly Green-Lit. Anime
News Network. March 16, 2010. Retrieved 22 March 2010. ^ Crunchyroll adds Heaven's Lost Property 2, Panty &amp;& Stocking, Fortune Arterial (updated). Anime News Network. September 15, 2010. Retrieved 25 September 2010. ^ Sora no Otoshimono: Forte DVD volumes (in Japanese). Kadokawa images. June 7, 2011]. ^ Funimation Adds Kuragehime, 2nd Heaven's Lost
Property. Anime News Network. October 27, 2010. Retrieved 27 October 2010. Beveridge, Chris (2010-10-08). Sora No Otoshimono Forte Forte #02 Anime Review. Mania.com. Archived from the original on 2012-10-12. Sora No Otoshimono Forte intends to be about fanservice and fun with a decent script of seriousness to try to tie it all together. It reveals itself in its own nature at
the right level, but knows when to honed over the top, such as right at the twenty-minute mark with one of the best parades I've seen in anime. Just because of that, this is a stellar episode. And that's even before you get into the special final sequence for this episode. Only... Perfect. External links Official anime website Sora no Otoshimono (in Japanese) Heaven's Lost Property –
The Official Anime Website from FUNimation Sora no Otoshimono (anime) to anime news network encyclopedia Sora no Otoshimono: Forte (anime) in the anime news network encyclopedia Retrieved from
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